























［Abstract］Suggestion is the speech act which a speaker presents his/her idea to a 
hearer.  By imposing the thought on the hearer, the speaker has possibility to step into 
the hearer’s territory and offend him/her.  Shigemitsu (2005) indicates that three 
Japanese cultural and social backgrounds, “prioritizing the avoidance of conflict caused 
by human relationship and remarks,” “listening other person’s story with guessing,” and 
“emphasizing the hierarchical relationship and understanding each person’s position,” 
have a big influence on Japanese conversation style.  Thus, the style of Japanese 
suggestion has high possibility to get influenced by these three backgrounds.  Many 
previous studies only treat the suggestions as the part of the interaction held at 
meeting and do not focus on the verbal expressions used during the suggestions. 
Moreover, the study which focuses on the verbal expressions only analyzes student-
student interactions, and interactions of people with different age and position are not 
examined.  This paper attempts to clarify the tendency of the usage of verbal 
expressions for suggestions between two Japanese speakers with different positions, 































in Fujii (2016) (declarative statements, declarative statements with mitigating 
expressions, declarative questions, and question forms).  The analysis shows that both 
teachers and students have the highest frequency of question forms. Moreover, teachers 
use the expressions which induce the partner’s response, declarative questions and 
question forms, more than students.  On the other hand, students use the expressions 
which do not induce the partner’s response, declarative statements and declarative 
statements with mitigating expressions, more than teachers.  From these results, by 
using the correlation between the directness of the linguistic expressions and the 
degree of treatment, it became clear that both teachers and students emphasize the 
construction of cooperation more than their hierarchical relationship when they select 
the expressions for suggestions.
［Key Words］task-based interaction,  suggestion,  language form,  treatment 


















































































































































































































（１）陳述文 17 （16.0%） 43 （34.7%）
（２）緩和表現を伴った陳述文 10 （9.4%） 26 （20.9%）
（３）陳述形式による疑問文 29 （27.4%） 11 （8.9%）
（４）（一般形式の）疑問文 50 （47.2%） 44 （35.5%）
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